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of the free. on the way, the eagle eats the cat food. he eats a lot and the cat gets
hot. the eagle flies to his home and leaves the cat on the ground. two fireflies,
shining and lighten the dark ground, come to the cat and saves the cat from the fire
by catching him. the cat is called nolli. the cat is very sad. he is also waiting for a
new cat. he will play with another cat and he knows he will be saved by another cat.
the cat is waiting for another cat. his name is nolli. nolli is waiting for a new cat. it's
time. the new cat comes to the ground. there is a firefly that lights it's shining and
lightens the dark ground. it catches the new cat and brings it into nolli's home. then
nolli plays with the new cat. the new cat wants to play with the other cats. some of
the other cats can't beleive it and they like to see that. the new cat plays with the
others and they like it. the other cats are afraid of the new cat and want to see it's
magic. but that can't beleive. the new cat is a magician. he sings with his voice. he
wants to play with his other cats, but they don't have a voice to play with him. the
new cat plays with the other cats and he is free and happy. the fireflies know he is a
magician. they sing with their lighten and they sing with their voices and they fly
into the sky. the new cat can't believe it.
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